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N2 + POTENTIAL ENERGY CURVES
James R. Stallcop
Ames Research Center, NASA
Moffett Field, California 94035
ABSTRACT
A valence-bond method is used to determine a set of relations between
the potential energies of those states of N 2 + from which dissociation to ground
state N and ground state N + takes place The potential curves of the sextet
and the quartet stares are calculated at intermediate internucle$r separation
d#stances (2 A - 3.5 A) from these relations and the experimental curves of the
doublet states.
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If the interatomic potential energies for various values of the intern clear
separation distance r are known, one can determine many collision processes
when the translational energy is sufficiently low for the Born-Oppenheimer
{
	 (adiabatic) approximation to be valid. For example, one can calculate elastic
scattering cross sections, charge exchange cross sections, or transport cross
sections from the potentials. Since nitrogen is the major constituent of air,
the N+-N potential energy (N2+
 m .3: t.- .-War eigenstate energy) is especially
important for understanding atmospheric phenomena,` 12 The object of the
present work is to obtain potential curves for the collision of ground state
N atoms and ions at fairly large values of r .
According to the Wigner-Witmer correlation rules, there are twelve
different N2+
 states for which the molecule dissociates into ground state
atoms. Accurate potential curves of four of these, the doublet states, 2%,
22url , and 217u , have been computed from spectroscopic data for inter-
nuclear separation distances r near the equilibrium separation. 1,2,8,4 The
potential curves for the remaining eight states with ground state dissociation
products have been calculated102
 for large r from the doublet curves and
potential relations which were derived by Knot, Mason, and Vanderslice)
by valence bond theory. The latter results are not satisfactory, however,
because they are based upon doublet molecular state functions that do not
transform, properly under inversion through the midpoint of the internuclear
separation.
In the following analysis, N2 '; potential energy relations are derived
from rave fuwUons that conform to the molecular symmetry.
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An in the valence-bond method of Ref. 1, the v2+ state functions are
constructed from linear combinations of Slater determinants of the valence
orbitals of the ground states of the nitrogen atom NOSo) and ion N+(31',
From the twenty different determinants, one finds that general E state wave,
functions for Mg == 2 which have the proper molecular symmetry properties
can be written in the form:
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The symbols on the right side of . relation (3) have been defined in Ref. 1;
e.g., a Wk) designates a 2p atomic orbital with the quantum numbers
ms $ - 1/2 and m1 = 0 (ms = 1/2 and m. = :k1), the subscripts A and B
label the nuclei, and the vertical bars indicate that a Slater determinant is
formed from the elements enclosed by them.
One sees from relation (1) that the wave functions of the sextet states
are completely specified at this point, but those of the quartet and doublet
states have one and two coefficients, respectively, to be determined. Since
the potentials are to be calculated for fairly large r, the wave functions
will be required to reduce to ground state atomic functions as r tends
to infinity as in Mulliken' s analysis 5 of the 5 g+ state of 1j2. Following
his work, one can rewrite the a genfi actions (2) as
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whereA s ( B s) are spin and orbital angular momentum eigenfunctions of an
N atom (N+ ion) with m^ = 0 and nuclear center A( B).6#7 These atomic
wavefunctions are expressed as linear combinations of second or third order
determinants by Slater on page 308 of Ref. 7. The operator PAB changes
the subscript A into B or vice versa and AS is a supplementary anti-
symmetrization operator. From the relations (4), it can be seen that the
h ground state dissociation requirement is satisfied by Ou g ;the wavefunctions
X3/2 and ' /2 will be made to satisfy this requirement also by the conditionu,g	 ,g
b = c = e = 0 	 (5)
The sextet states of Ref, 1 for Mg = 5/2 are equivalent to those of
relation (1a). The quartet states of Ref. 1 correspond to the wavefunction (1b)
when d/e =-1/Nr5- , i.e., they contain a contribution from the excited state 2D of
the N atom.
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Similarly, one can construct wavefunctions for the n states that have the
correct symmetry properties and that dissociate into ground state atomic wave
functions as done for the E states above. The result cars be expressed by the
wavefunctions that one obtains by combining the relations (1), (2), and (6) when
the ti take the form:
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As in Ref. 1, the Hamiltonian for the system under consideration is taken to be
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with ZA ZB = 3. Then using the wave functions given above one can calculate
the potential energies and express the result in the form:
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where the quantities Wi and Si contain those terms in which i electrons
are exchanged among the nuclei.
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where the overlap integrals are
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and E w is the sum of the energies of the free atom and ion.
For large values of r the contribution to the interaction energy from the
coulomb integrals WO and from the terms which involve more than two electron
f
exchange integrals is small compared to that from the one and two electron
exchange integrals.? 08 The value - of Sl is also small for large r; e.g., from
the analytic Hartree Fock atomic wave functions of Clementi,9
 one finds that
Si is small compared to unity for r >  2 A. Hence, for large r, the potential
energies (8) can be approximated by
VU 'g (r)	 W2 +'! Wl 	 S = 2
	 (10a)
._.IFW2 +3Wl	 S:o	 (10b)
f
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	 (10c)
The values of Wl and W2 were first calculated from relation (10a) and
the spectroscopic doublet state curves calculated by Gilmore ,2 and then the
potential curves of the sextet and doublet states were calculated from the
relations (10b) and (10c). The results are shown in Fig. 1. The order of the
quartet estates is apposite that of Ref. 1; 1 e., the 4 Eg and 4 lie above the 4Eu
HS states. This Is consistent with Gilmore's prediction that these latter two
are bound motes. In addition,, if the quartetpetential curves are ceded to smaller r using
- 10-
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relation (10) and the spectroscopic curves, one finds that the minimum of the 4Eu
	 r 
4i
potential mould occur at r — 1.3 A and that of the Ong state at r < 1.3 A which
is in good agreement with Gilmore's estimated values.
In regard to gas dynamic calculations, one can see that the sextet states will
dominate the large angle elastic scattering because of their high spin multiplicity 	 a
and their large repulsive potentials (see Fig. 1). Also, one can note that N+-N
charge exchange cross sections may be calculated directly from the doublet
spectroscopic curves and the relation (10), if the E state extrapolation procedure
of Ref. 1 is followed.
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FIGURE TITLE
Figure 1. Potential energy curves for Nt NOS°) + •glop),
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